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NH Hotel Group

Unique. Constantly on the move. nhow is chameleonic.



nhow Brand Presentation{ }



Close to 400 hotels

30 countries

59,203 rooms

19,000 employees

16 million clients a year

a leading hotel company

part of

#5 Ranked hotel chain in Europe

One of the top 25 hotel chains worldwide

Listed Company in the Spanish Stock Market

Founded in 1978 (Spain)



Global Competitive Set

{ nhow Brand: why? }

Benchmark

The nhow brand concept began its development 12 years ago after a market segment analysis undertaken by

NH Hotel Group revealed a niche within the upper-upscale lifestyle segment. Now, this niche is becoming

mainstream and NH Hotel Group, seeing an opportunity thanks to the increasing number of millennials and

spending capacity, has set its focus on this brand for the next years with the goal of becoming a reference

within the segment.



Concept

Elevate your stay

{         }idea

How

Disruption

through a continuous 

disruption, sense of ñwowò 

and change.

{                       }how we do it {               }

Change

nhowhotels are located in key 

urban areas undergoing

transformation and change.

Where
location 

Essence

Awakening your senses

both physical (sight, smell, taste

and touch) and intellectual 

(activity, discoveryé)

{                    }what we do 

We have designed nhow hotels to break established moulds and elevate the visitorôssenses to

unknown heights. Our aim is to ensure that every visit means a new experience for each client. To

create a sense of expectation, a zest for discovery and an appetite for returning to any nhow hotel.

nhow Brand Concept & Principles{ }



{ nhow Brand Concept: expressionsof experience}



{ nhow Brand Concept: operationalpromise}



Meetings & Events 

{ nhow Brand: target group}

Like to be ñwhere itôs atò, 
to see and to be seen.

ónhowó travelers profile

Open-minded, curious & receptive to 

original unexpected experiences

Like the constant change, value creativity

Cosmopolitan

Dynamic

ónhowó target group

Younger than other brand exclusive customers

Higher share of female customers in nhow hotels is higher 

than in NH Hotels and NH Collection

25 to 50-year-old travelling for leisure or business who 

look for a hotel where they can experience live happenings to 

enjoy their stay in the city.

Open-minded affluent millennials travelers

B2C

For events looking to transmit an innovative and 

avant-garde image in a surprising environment 

enhanced by state-of-the-art technology. 



{ Implementation& Conception}



brand historyMilano Berlin Rotterdam

Opened 2006 Opened 2010 Opened 2014

{ nhow Brand: currentproperties}

design
&

fashion

entertainment

&music
architecture

&art

Each nhow hotel is unique and has its own personality, which is inspired by the place where it is

Hotel Essence: awakening your senses through the city vibe



The nhow Milano hotel is an artistic, cosmopolitan home-away-from-home, great for

exploring all the Design District of the city.

Designed by Matteo Thun and located right in the heart of Milanôsfashionable Via Tortona, a 

strategic location that becomes an avant-garde creative laboratory full of lively ideas and 

psychedelic atmosphere.

Milano
A unique techy twist provided by its available 3D Holographic technology

gastronomy
Our creative Chef, Luca Molteni, is an artist who delights 

guests with a variety of fresh Mediterranean and 

international cuisine, while the Lounge bar is designed by 

Karim Rashid, renowned NY-based interior designer

Milano

246 rooms and 12 meeting rooms for up to 440 people
(theatre style) organized and appointed for any kind of meeting, conference, fashion show or 

private cocktail. 


